
EXTRACCIONES PRÓTESIS BLANQUEAMIENTO CARIES

THE CLIENT

Sonrisas Argentinas specializes in orthodontic 
treatments with metallic, aesthetic and porcelain 
brackets at very low cost.
They offer important social benefits with proven 
results. Their vision is to become the largest 
orthodontic center in LATAM.

Sonrisas Argentinas
Web Platform & Mobile App

Thats where Asamblo came in. We 
analyzed and redesigned the workflow and 
commited to build a roubust platform that 
would allow them to scale and be aligned 
with their business objectives.

Sonrisas Argentinas had a small platform 
which was not working correctly. The system 
kept going down, it wasn scalable and they 
couldn't keep adding new features. The worst 
part was that it couldn't support multiple 
branches and that was a problem with their 
vision.

THE ANALYSIS

Redefining the workflow of
orthodontic centers
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The system handles the 
whole process of attention 
in a simple and intuitive way, 
from the reception of the 
patient to the generation of 
the medical history.

Patient 
Mobile App

WEB PLATFORMWEB PLATFORM

Our Senior Engineers used their 

amazing skills to create rock-solid 

code in order to build the 

responsive and scalable soccer app 

everyone would love to use.

All the features were 

fully tested in order to 

catch and fix even the 

smallest bug trying to 

get into the soccer field. 

The client gave us feedback 

on each iteration, so we were 

able to constantly optimize 

the project according to our 

client preferences using our 

agile framework. 
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TECHNOLOGIES

API & BD

React Native

MOBILE APP

After the design, the coding part started. We built a REST API with .NET C# 
and both the IOs and Android apps using React Native. 

IMPLEMENTATION
With a robust and scalable platform 
and a cool mobile app, the sky is the 

limit for Sonrisas Argentinas.
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RESULTAWESOME RESULTS

THIS AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL PROJECTS
ARE CRAFTED WITH PASSION AT
ASAMBLO

Contact us

TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN

MOBILE PLATFORM
The mobile app complements the web platform and allows the customers to 
handle their appointments and be part of the benefits program

THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS


